BLS Faculty Attend Advanced Placement Conference in Washington D.C.

Boston Latin School AP Latin teacher Ms. Thuy LeDang and AP Statistics teacher Mr. Eric Simoneau presented at the annual Advanced Placement Conference in Washington D.C. in July. BLS AP Coordinator Mr. Thomas Kennelly was in attendance as well. Ms. LeDang, who serves on the AP Latin test development committee, presented her work to AP Latin colleagues from around the United States. Mr. Simoneau presented on a web based statistics application that he has been developing with colleagues. “I enjoyed having the opportunity to meet with Thuy and Eric in D.C.” stated Mr. Kennelly. “It was particularly exciting to attend Eric’s presentation and learn more about the statistics application that he has developed for use in his class.

Ms. LeDang and Mr. Simoneau are two of the more than three dozen faculty members that teach 27 different AP courses to over 1100 students at Boston Latin School.